Sunday Morning Sessions
6-week Inner Leader Series with 6 Amazing Souls
Sunday Mornings @ 9:00 a.m. PST via Zoom conferencing
Your Intuitive Guide and Mentor: Lisa A. Clayton
Lisa has been involved over the past few years with forming and facilitating small
groups for raising the energetic vibration and frequency of heart intuition and
intelligence to navigate life with more ease, peace and joy. She knows the
collaborative and collective power of bringing small groups together to grow and
expand their heart’s wisdom and guidance. Groups experience amazing results in
60-90 minute sessions as each member is able to raise their heart’s vibration to
uplift their personal and professional lives; thus creating a “ripple” effect for
others with their positive energy and higher heart consciousness.
The creative founder of the Inner Leader Movement, Lisa brings together human
souls from all backgrounds across the globe to activate and open their hearts to:
• Unlock the power of heart intelligence and intuition for clear direction.
• Establish courage and confidence through intuitive guidance.
• Create a collaborative and uplifting energy to support life situations in the
moment of now.
• Learn from others their wisdom, passions and love for life.

A recent member of the Inner Leader Sunday Morning Sessions shared:
“What a wonderful way to begin my week with Inner Leader Sunday
Morning Sessions! I feel empowered with greater insights to deal with
current situations. The heart meditations, practices and techniques Lisa
teaches us brings peace and ease to my being and grows each week.”
Lisa A. Clayton, MS, Author, Intuitive Mentor. lisaaclayton.com.
Founder and President of Source Potential, a human development company, Lisa
offers more than 35 years of experience in professional training, coaching and
consulting. Lisa created a unique learning method for developing individual
potential and application of learning concepts which was used worldwide by
clients such as American Express and HSBC in facilitator certifications for service
and leadership programs.
Lisa conducts intuitive counseling and Angel transmissions as an ordained Angel
minister and specializes in connecting individuals with their spiritual domain and
resources. From her passion for heart and intuitive learning, Lisa became a
HeartMath® Certified Trainer and Licensed Coach. She teaches stress reduction
techniques for increasing levels of coherence and practicing strategies for building
and sustaining resiliency to bring balance and harmony to the body, mind, heart
and spirit.
With Lisa’s life-long teaching and coaching philosophy of “learning from the inside
out”, she has creatively combined her intuitive abilities and gifts with heartfocused living techniques to establish the Inner Leader Movement.
The 3-6-9 month Inner Leader Movement program helps you access your own
unique, inner leader abilities of power, courage and confidence along with your
spiritual gifts and Divine resources so you can create success in the world and
have relationships that are meaningful, abundant and fulfilling.
Lisa is a contributing author to several books including “365 Days of Angel
Prayers, 111 Morning Meditations and 52 Weeks of Gratitude Journal.” Her
meditations and prayers are Divinely downloaded and she shares her stories and
experiences of Angelic connections and her life journey of following her heart.

